Boeing Divisions

- **Commercial**
  - HQ Puget Sound region in Washington State
  - 70% sales outside of US
- **Defense, Space and Security**
  - HQ Washington DC
  - Balanced Backlog across all markets
- **Boeing Global Services**
  - HQ Dallas, TX
  - Dedicated Services Business focused on the needs of Global Defense, Space and Commercial customers
- **Corporate Functions**
  - Indirect Supply Chain
    - Information Technology
    - Financial, Corporate & Employee Services
  - Site Services
Space Exploration

- Commercial Crew CST-100
- International Space Station
- Space Launch System
Top NAICS

**Commercial Crew**
- **336413** Other Aircraft Parts and Auxiliary Equipment Manufacturing
- **332710** Machine Shops
- **334419** Other Electronic Component Manufacturing
- **541330** Engineering Services
- **332999** All Other Miscellaneous Fabricated Metal Product Manufacturing

**ISS**
- **541330** Engineering Services
- **332710** Machine Shops
- **541712** Research and Development in the Physical, Engineering, and Life Sciences (except Biotechnology)
- **334419** Other Electronic Component Manufacturing
- **334417** Electronic Connector Manufacturing

**SLS**
- **332722** Bolt, Nut, Screw Rivet, and Washer Manufacturing
- **332710** Machine Shops
- **334419** Other Electronic Component Manufacturing
- **541330** Engineering Services
- **334418** Printed Circuit Assembly (Electronic Assembly) Manufacturing
Contact Information

- Interested in doing business with Boeing?
  - [http://www.boeingsuppliers.com](http://www.boeingsuppliers.com)
  - [https://app.suppliergateway.com/boeing/Login.aspx](https://app.suppliergateway.com/boeing/Login.aspx)

- Small Business Liaison Officers
  - Huntsville, AL: Kristi Julien
    - Kristi.n.julien@boeing.com
  - Houston, TX: Toni Hall
    - Toni.b.hall@boeing.com
  - Cape Canaveral, FL: Megan Quinn
    - Megan.k.quinn@boeing.com